Entering omnichannel
business successfully
with Click & Collect
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Click & Collect, Click & Reserve
and Ship-to-Store –
a brief explanation
The term Click & Collect often causes confusion. The reason for this is that many
retailers use the term to sell a whole host of services that involve in-store pick-ups,
even though strictly speaking they are not actually based on Click & Collect principles.
On a fundamental level, services fall into three categories:
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Click & Collect

Click & Collect is based on a simple principle: Products are purchased online and collected in the store.
The acronym used for this process is BOPIS, short for “buy online, pick-up in store.” Customers order
goods through the retailer’s online shop and select their preferred store for the pick-up. Simultaneously,
they go through the payment process via an online transaction system. Orders are then picked and
made ready in the selected store. All customers need to do next is turn up and collect their shopping.
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Click & Reserve

The process with Click & Reserve is similar to Click & Collect, with a key difference: when orders are paid for.
Customers do not pay for their goods until they pick them up at the store. As such, goods in online shops
are not purchased, they are only reserved.
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Ship-to-Store

Many customers are still unfamiliar with the term Ship-to-Store because the process is not visible to them
and often such services are marketed as Click & Collect or Click & Reserve. The key difference with this
kind of service is that retailers first have to ship goods – ordered via online shops – from distribution
warehouses to stores selected by the customer. There can be several reasons for doing this, such as a
lack of data on local inventory levels or the inability of stores to support processes. As a result, there are
longer lead times, diminishing the advantages of classic Click & Collect processes (see also next chapter).
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What is the appeal of Click & Collect
for customers?
In a study conducted by Boniversum & bevh in 2018, around 60% of surveyed consumers stated they
had already tried out Click & Collect services. Of those, 24% even used Click & Collect services at least
once every two months. Due to the Covid-19 pandemic and its impact on shopping, the share of people
now using such services has risen even more sharply (PWC, 2021).

60% 24%
of the surveyed consumers have
already tried out Click & Collect

of those even use the service
at least once every two months

source: Boniversum & bevh 2018

To understand why such services are so appealing to customers, it is worth assessing the benefits
of Click & Collect versus conventional in-store shopping and classic eCommerce with home delivery.

Advantages over traditional in-store shopping
A less stressful shopping experience
Most customers are enthusiastic about Click & Collect services, especially because of the convenience
factor. According to a study conducted by Statista, 38% of respondents said that Click & Collect made
their shopping much less stressful and 28% praised the time saved by such services (Statista, 2020).
A particular benefit with Click & Collect is that you do not need to wander around the store looking for
products or stand in line waiting at the checkout.
Guaranteed availability
One thing many customers appreciate about Click & Collect is the certainty that the product they are
looking for is actually available. According to the study, 33% of respondents feel that being able to
view product availability is a significant benefit compared to traditional in-store shopping. Because the
system checks availability and confirms that your complete order is ready to be collected at the store,
out-of-stocks or orders not being ready to pick are unlikely to negatively impact the shopping experience.
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Advantages over classic eCommerce
Faster availability
Many consumers decide to order products online for the convenience. Delivery times play an increasingly
important role in this respect. 46% of all consumers have already canceled online orders because of
excessively long delivery times (McKinsey, 2020). Since the average expected eCommerce delivery time
in Germany is 2.8 days (Sendcloud, 2020), such deliveries cannot yet compete with many Click & Collect
models, which offer pick-ups within a matter of hours. Click & Collect is particularly likely to be the preferred option when products are needed urgently.
No delivery costs
For many consumers (28%), cost issues are decisive when it comes to using Click & Collect. The average
cost of collecting products yourself is usually less than the cost of shipping, and in many cases picking
up products yourself is even free.
The sustainability of online shopping
The issue of sustainability has become highly relevant to many consumers when it comes to protecting
the environment and supporting local businesses. As a result, it is also one of the main reasons for using
Click & Collect services. 32% of respondents in the study said they use Click & Collect services in order
to support local stores. In addition, 23% find Click & Collect more environmentally friendly than delivery
services (Statista, 2020). Aside from requiring fewer packaging materials, another important factor in this
regard is avoiding carbon emissions.
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What are the benefits of
Click & Collect to retailers?
Consumers are not the only ones to derive benefit from Click & Collect services;
retailers also enjoy a variety of benefits by providing omnichannel offerings.
Raised store relevance and expansion in the scope of services
•C
 lick & Collect allows retailers to compensate for declining retail footfall, which is accelerating
due to the shift toward eCommerce.
•P
 rocessing online orders through stores allows retailers to optimize resources and capacities.
Among other things, this prevents store closures and safeguards jobs in the long term.
•C
 lick & Collect services are an opportunity for retailers to integrate face-to-face touchpoints into their
eCommerce operations, also allowing store staff to improve the shopping experience by sharing advice,
recommendations, and their personal expertise – thus enhancing the quality of service provision.
Increased profitability
• In addition to customers saving money on shipping, sellers no longer have to hire delivery companies
to ship products. This saves retailers the effort of packing products plus the cost of shipping materials.
•A
 ttracting more customers into stores through Click & Collect services also offers more cross-selling
and up-selling opportunities. A study by JDA found that 20% of customers purchase an additional product while collecting orders in store (JDA & Centiro Customer Pulse Report, 2017).
•R
 etailers can use Click & Collect to establish an additional sales channel and thus spread the fixed costs
of their store(s) over several cost centers.
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Click & Collect

Key success factors for
introducing Click & Collect
Visibility on the eCommerce platform
One prerequisite for successful Click & Collect services is that retailers dovetail services into the
processes and advertising activities of their online stores. This may seem self-evident, but Click & Collect
services are often hidden in the checkout area of online shops. The International Retail Federation (IRF)
recommends that Click & Collect services should be promoted and offered not only on landing pages,
but also on product pages, since gaining quick access to products positively influences customers’
decision-making processes.

Promoting Click & Collect in online shops: an example of best practice (source: Argos, 2021)
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Operational efficiency
To offer Click & Collect as a competitive alternative to direct deliveries, it is important to ensure that there
is a benefit in quickly collecting products yourself. Retailers should therefore aim to make orders available to customers in two hours or less. Since offering such a service requires correspondingly efficient
processes, staff need support with picking, for example in the form of picking apps so they can quickly
gather, pack, and prepare orders.
The following software features will ensure processes are kept efficient and provide tangible support to
store employees in using the technology:

Notifications of incoming orders and requested pick-up times immediately after online
orders are placed
Automatic order-sorting by urgency (pick-up time)
Pick-by-scan functionality to ensure quick identification of products and avoid errors
Smart displays of picking sequences while walking through stores to avoid inefficient
processes

The optimal in-store experience
Retailers often overlook the importance of ensuring the in-store experience runs as smoothly as possible.
Product collection in store is the most important part of the Click & Collect customer journey. The following recommendations should be followed in stores, not only to ensure customers enjoy the full benefit of
Click & Collect services but also to offer a smooth pick-up process:

Set up a separate area for collecting orders with a cash register (if necessary), which
should be equipped with a silent alerting system to inform personnel a customer has
arrived so they can be served as quickly as possible.
Install clear signs around the Click & Collect area to avoid confusing customers, and
ensure customers are guided correctly so they do not waste time looking for the pickup area. This also provides the ideal opportunity to promote Click & Collect services.
To ensure handovers run as smoothly as possible, it makes sense to use an app that
contains information such as the order details when passing products over to the
customer. This ensures orders are prepared properly, assigned immediately to the
right customer, and handed over. The app should also help store staff double-check
orders to ensure they are accurate, point out any missing items to the customer, and
complete the order in the system.
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fulfillmenttools – we enable you
fulfillmenttools stands for state-of-the-art module-based cloud solutions that enable next-level eCommerce fulfillment. As an experienced team of experts, we have the tech knowledge and understanding of
retail business to create intuitive, high-performance software for retailers – based on novel and unique
methods.
As specialists in retailing ourselves, we also know the ins and outs of business – of our customers and
their customers – and we relish every opportunity to help meet everyone’s requirements. We have already
successfully launched a smart fulfillment platform for the delivery and pick-up service run by REWE and
our solution excels in serving more than 1,000 sites every day. We now want to offer this key competitive
advantage to third parties. We love what we do. And we thoroughly enjoy working with hand-picked, bestof-breed partners – who have joined us on this journey with the same energy and eye for perfection. Our
experience and innovative approach are turning us into a pioneer in omnichannel fulfillment SaaS for retail.

Interested in extending your services to include Click & Collect?
With fulfillmenttools, you will be in a position to go live with your
Click & Collect solution within a month.

Feel free to get in touch today by writing to
hello@fulfillmenttools.com.

OC fulfillment GmbH • Domstraße 20 • 50667 Cologne • Germany
hello@fulfillmenttools.com • fulfillmenttools.com

